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The objectives of this paper are:

•To define “ecological psychoacoustics” 

•To discuss how ecological psychoacoustics 
evolved from precedents

•To argue for the use of ecological 
psychoacoustics to supplement traditional 
noise mapping

•To discuss how ecological psychoacoustics 
might apply to the issue of wind farm noise



Origin of term “ecological 

psychoacoustics”

1984 – Warren & Verbrugge, “Auditory perception of 
breaking and bouncing events: A case study in ecological 
acoustics,”  J. Exp. Psych. 10(5), 704-712

1990 - used by Valery Nosulenko, “Problems of Ecological 
Psychoacoustics,” 6th meeting of International Society for 
Psychophysics

2004 – John Neuhoff edits and publishes Ecological 
Psychoacoustics



Neuhoff’s definition includes “divergent areas of 
hearing science, tying together the occurrence 
of acoustic events, physiological responses of 
the auditory system, the perceptual and 
cognitive experience of the listener, and how 
this experience influences behavior, action and 
subsequent perception.”



Ecological psychoacoustics brings evolutionary 
hypotheses into the picture



Acoustic ecology, sometimes called ecoacoustics 
or soundscape studies, is the relationship, 
mediated through sound, between living beings 
and their environment. Acoustic ecology studies 
started in the late 1960s with R. Murray Schafer 
and his team at Simon Fraser as part of the World 
Soundscape Project.

But differs from acoustic ecology



Neuhoff and his colleagues have demonstrated that 
areas of the brain related to defensive behavior  (and 
not directly related to the analysis of sound) “light 
up” more when a sound is approaching (or rising in 
intensity) than when a sound is receding (or 
decreasing in intensity)

ECOLOGICAL PSYCHOACOUSTICS 
ALSO SEEKS TO MAP 
PSYCHOACOUSTIC OBSERVATIONS 
ONTO BRAIN MECHANISMS



Primary Auditory Cortex



‘Rising vs. falling intensity tones' revealed a 

network comprising the superior temporal sulci and 

the middle temporal gyri, the right temporo-parietal 

junction encompassing the inferior portion of the 

angular gyrus, the right motor and lateral premotor 

cortices mainly on the right hemisphere, and the left 

frontal operculum. 



Precedents to Ecological 
Psychoacoustics

• Classical psychoacoustics

• Mimicking of auditory system

• Pre-digital

• Post-digital



Gustav 
Fechner

The father of 
psychophysics

http://bharathaudiology.webs.com/apps/photos/photo?photoid=73817305
http://bharathaudiology.webs.com/apps/photos/photo?photoid=73817305


Gustav Fechner (1801-1887)

•Elemente der Psychophysik (1860)

•“starts from the Spinozistic thought 
that bodily facts and conscious facts, 
though not reducible  one to the 
other, are  different sides of one 
reality.”



Mimicking of the auditory system was enabled 
by the development of analog electronics



Early successes in mimicking 

L.J. Sivian and S.D. White, “On 
minimum audible sound fields,” Bell 
Labs (1933)

Harvey Fletcher and W.A. Munson, 
“Loudness, Its Definition, 
Measurement and Calculation,” Bell 
Labs (1933)



Mimicking of Loudness 

• Stevens loudness: analog 

• Zwicker loudness: transition from 
analog to digital

• Moore loudness: purely digital



Noise mapping is a mimicking of 
human annoyance

• A-weighting = 40 phon loudness

• Equivalent level mimics memory 
of past annoyance



Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
Volume 124, No. 6, December 2008, pp 3544 ff

For short samples of continuous 

urban noise, the mimicking of 

loudness does an excellent job.



Furihata asked citizens of Nagano City, 
Japan, to listen to 5 minute samples of 
their city’s noise and describe it in their 
own words.

He then constructed an annoyance scale by 
listing the words that divided the scale 
most equally





Fields and Powell, A Community Survey of 
Helicopter Noise Annoyance Conducted under 
Controlled Noise Exposure Conditions, NASA TM-
86400 (1985)

For a limited number of daily events, 
the mimicking of memory by 
equivalent level is also excellent.



EXAMPLE: Effect of the Noise Level of Individual Helicopter Flights and the 
Daily Number of Flights on the Daily Annoyance Rating of Naïve Residents 

(Fields and Powell, 1987)



However…..

• The mimicking of memory of 
past annoyance fails with large 
numbers of events

• Different noise sources result in 
different growth of annoyance 







Environmental Health Perspectives  109(4), 409-416 
(April 2001)



3 Different Annoyance Curves:
Aircraft Highway Railroad



A Possible Solution:

Mimic attention rather than 
loudness.



The transition from 
mimicking loudness to 
mimicking attention is 
being led by 
psychoacousticians from 
the University of Ghent.



JASA 126 (2), 656-665 (2009)



“This model is grounded in the 
hypothesis that long-term perception 
of environmental sound is determined 
primarily by short notice-events”

THEIR MODEL ACCOUNTS FOR THE 
DIFFERENCES IN ANNOYANCE 
BETWEEN RAIL AND ROAD TRAFFIC.





Application to Public Policy

• Government has an obligation to  
inform noise-sensitive people of 
risk

• Noise-sensitivity appears to be 
related to attention, not loudness



Range of annoyance difference 
between noise-sensitive (NS) 
and non-noise-sensitive (NNS) is 
typically 10 decibels.





Ellermeier, Eigenstetter and Zimmer, 
“Psychoacoustic correlates of individual noise 

sensitivity,” JASA, 109(4), 1464-1473 (2001)

• NS and NNS have same experience of 
loudness

• NS and NNS rated jackhammer 
sound as equally disturbing.

• NS rated vent, mower, brake, truck 
and crash sound as more disturbing.



“Our proposed definition for 
noise permits NS to be viewed as 
an inclination to be distracted by 
sound.” 

“The significance of attention and noise 
sensitivity in our response to sound and 
noise,” George Dodd, University of 
Auckland, NZ. Inter-Noise 2002



WIND TURBINE NOISE

Psychoacoustic Facts:

1. Displaced annoyance curve

2. Large differences in 
individual annoyance









In regard to wind farm 
noise, loudness seems to 

be a red herring



New York Times, Sunday August 1, 2010



“ Opponents say the constant whooshing from the 
turbines makes them anxious and that low-level 
vibrations keep them awake at night.  Some say it 
gives them nausea and headaches.  Many other 
residents say they hear little or nothing at all, and 
the question of whether windmill noise can harm 
health is in dispute.”

William Yardley, New York Times, August 1, 2010



Regulators are applying a loudness 
model to what appears to be two 
sources of annoyance:

1. A rare aberration in cochlear 
mechanics

2. An inability to inhibit attention to a 
repetitive stimulus



Cochlear mechanics

Hearing Research, Vol 268 (2010), 12-21



Responses of the ear to low 
frequency sounds, infrasound and 
wind turbines
Alec N. Salt*, Timothy E. Hullar
Hearing Research (2010) 268, 12-
21

These authors consider possible ways in 
which low frequency sounds, at levels 
which may or may not be heard could 
influence the function of the ear



Salt and Hullar’s description of how the auditory 
system can respond to low frequency sound 
without hearing that sound provides a feasible 
explanation for the exceptional symptoms 
described by N. Pierpont in her much criticized 
book,  Wind Turbine Syndrome (2009)



Far more 
common is 
whooshing
or swishing





Frozen Noise

When a segment of random noise is 
repeated at some period:  If the period is 
1 sec to 250 msec, the perception is a 
“whoosh,”  If period is from 250 msec to 
50 msec, “motorboating.”  Shorter than 
50 msec is a tone

- N. Gutman & B. Julesz (1963) Lower limits of 
auditory periodicity, JASA 35, 610 ff



The perceptual quality of frozen 
noise demonstrated by Gutman 
and Julesz almost six decades ago 
is similar to the quality of the 
sound of a wind farm.



1 second segment of random 

noise which is low-pass filtered 

with a cut-off of 500 Hz and then 

repeated 30 times. 



Humans are designed to respond to 
repetitive sounds with entrainment



An excellent review of the ecological psychoacoustics of 
entrainment can be found in Mari Riess Jones’ 
contribution to Neuhoff’s book, Ecological 
Psychoacoustics (2004).  The review is Chapter 3, 
“Attention and Timing”  (pp. 49-85)



Working with periodicities found in the range of human behavior 
i.e., 0.5 to 5 Hz), Will and Berg observed synchronization  of EEG 
responses in the delta range.  They suggested that this 
synchronization may form part of the neurophysiological 
processes underlying time coupling between rhythmic sensory 
input and motor output; the tonic 2Hz maximum corresponds to 
the optimal tempo identified in listening, tapping 
synchronization, and event-interval discrimination experiments.





These authors explore the hypothesis that 
entrainment evolved as a by-product of vocal 
mimicry.



Seventy-five years ago, before Theodor Geisel 
rocked the culinary world with green eggs and 
ham or put a red-and-white striped top hat on 
a talking cat, Geisel (whom you probably know 
better as Dr. Seuss) was stuck on a boat, 
returning from a trip to Europe.  For eight days, 
he listened to the ship's engine chug away. The 
sound got stuck in his head, and he started 
writing to the rhythm. Eventually, those 
rhythmic lines in his head turned into his first 
children's book: It was called And to Think That 
I Saw It on Mulberry Street (NPR, Jan 24, 2012)



WORKING HYPOTHESIS:

The human auditory system is designed for 
entrainment with sounds repeated at a 
rate of 0.5 Hz to 5.0 Hz.  Among a few 
people, this propensity can even extend to 
regularly-timed machine-generated 
sounds.   Not being able to “turn off” these 
mechanisms can be very disturbing.



CONCLUSION:

A rational approach to understanding 
and predicting the annoyance of wind 
farm noise would be to study the 
psychophysiological responses of people 
at the extremes of distress from this 
unique auditory stimulus.  Emerging 
technology would allow such a study in 
the normal setting of the subject’s 
home.



Science 333, 838-843 (12 Aug 2011)



QUESTIONS?

Sound Example: 850 kW, Vestas V52 turbine

Kristian Pontoppidan

http://recordingsofnature.wordpress.com/2012/04/30/vind-turbine-sound-field-recording/

http://recordingsofnature.wordpress.com/2012/04/30/vind-turbine-sound-field-recording/


At low frequencies, outer 
hair cells (OHC) respond to 
displacement and inner 
hair cells (IHC) respond to 
velocity



Changes in flow dynamics of cochlear can alter OHC 
displacement



“Using appropriate instrumentation, Van den Berg showed that wind 
turbine noise was dominated by infrasound components, with energy 
increasing between 1000 Hz and 1 Hz (the lowest frequency that was
measured) at a rate of approximately 5.5 dB/octave, reaching levels
of approximately 90 dB SPL near 1 Hz Sugimoto et al. (2008)
reported a dominant spectral peak at 2 Hz with levels monitored
over time reaching up to 100 dB SPL. Jung and Cheung (2008)
reported a major peak near 1 Hz at a level of approximately
97 dB SPL. In most studies of wind turbine noise, this high level, low
frequency noise is dismissed on the basis that the sound is not
perceptible. This fails to take into account the fact that the OHC are
stimulated at levels that are not heard.”





The following graph demonstrates that the auditory 
system, when entrained to a series of tones which are 
separated by 0.6 sec, begins to scan the auditory scene 
for a repetition of that tone in the 0.6 sec time slot.  If a 
subject is asked to detect whether the tonality of the 
repeated stimulus is “higher”, “lower” or “the same,” 
the ability of the subject to make this judgment is 
degraded if the target stimulus is “off time.”





They queried the www.youtube.com data 
base for a variety of animal terms plus 
“dancing,” resulting in 3,879 unique videos.  
Only vocal mimicking species showed 
evidence of entrainment.

http://www.youtube.com/



